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The enclosed poems are on a number of subjects, such a lot of that are my very own personal,
spiritual viewpoints from something as general as discovering a poem at a storage sale(i.e.,
prayer by means of an unknown accomplice soldier), patriotic poems, poems approximately
dogs(i.e., Ode to Dominique, and O strong Shepherd) with non secular crossovers, lots of them
hold my affinity towards angels, wherever from a number of lines(i.e., listen to the Angels), to
mere mentionings of angels or different non secular subject matters that i think strongly
about(i.e., Circles from Heaven, that's essentially approximately guy and wife, 3 poems
approximately Christmas, poems both approximately Jesus or my own emotions on societal
topics, such a lot of which i've got attempted to overlay spiritual topics, and combine them with
how i believe convinced issues of society may still be. Then there also are daily topics(i.e.,
nature, friendship, outdated neighbors, soothsayers, etc.) which can or would possibly not have
non secular overtones, and poems on holidays(i.e., Easter, Memorial Day, the aforementioned
Christmas poems, etc.) i attempted to incorporate poems additionally for these those who do not
believe in God(i.e., the place do Athiests go?), all poems written with feeling and suggestion
weren't written to offend anyone, and stated writer apologozes aforehand if definite viewpoints
of acknowledged poems, that have been written with enjoyment, do offend anyone. the writer
hopes that in case you do have a thought to select up this book, that you're going to a minimum
of locate one poem you do like, because the writer attempted to place a few sort in her poet
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